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Abstract

Admission

Admission: Emdogain is the only one biomaterial using
biomicra effect which is practiced in periodontal surgery.
Purpose: The purpose of the study was a clinical and
radiological assessment of bone loss treatment using Emdogain.
Material and methods: There were 19 persons examined
(11 women and 8 men) which have bone loss treated. Initial
and monitoring examination after 10 months embraced clinical parameters such as PPD, CAL and radiological – based
on intraoral x-ray pictures. Emdogain treatment was made
according to surgical procedures.
Results: The research has shown reduction of the depth
of periodontal pockets average about 3.4 mm and attachment connective tissue growth about 2.2 mm. Bone loss
filling was on 67.1% level.
Discussion: Bone loss filling and growth of connective
tissue attachment are in our research lower than in most
of the others publications. Our observation concerned 10
months period so we should expect better effects after
longer time.
Motions: Emdogain is safe and effective regeneration
material.

Nowadays periodontology offers a wide range of biomaterials
used for regenerations of destructed by illness periodontal tissues.
Only one of them uses biomicra effect [2]. This is an Emdogain
which duplicates a physiological process in embryogenesis of
cement, periodontium, alveolar process. This is a substance
which contains amelogenin albumen. This preparation creates
excellent conditions to selective absorption and migration of the
cells periodontium and building a new connective tissue attachment on cleaned up surface of the root. Through that it rebuilds
lost periodontal tissues [1,5,7,9,14,15]. Only Emdogain causes
formation of the new cellules with a multiple amount of egzogenic fibers. It also protects before formation of endogenic
fibers. There are suggestions that Emdogain can cause very
advantageous effect after periodontological microsurgical treatment.

The Aim
The aim of the research was the clinical and radiological
assessment of bone loss treatment using Emdogain.
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There were 19 persons examined (11 women and 8 men) in
29-34 year old age. They were general sound and non smokers.
There were found 42 interproximal cavities (28 3-wall and 14
2-wall) which were assessed during operations.
Clinical and radiological review was carried before treatment and after 10 months. In clinical examination teeth mobility, depth of periodontal pockets (PPD in mm), level of clinical
attachment (CAL in mm) was considerated. Destruction level
of dental process was estimated according to intraoral x-ray pictures (linear measurement of the depth and width of bone loss).
In the initial phase of the treatment oral cavity hygiene training
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Table 1. The average clinical parameters values PPD, CAL
before and after 10 months from microsurgical periodontal
treatment
PPD (mm)

CAL (mm)

Before treatment

8.5

10.4

10 months after treatment

5.1

8.2

Improvement

3.4

2.2

Table 2. The average values of radiological index before and
after months from microsurgical periodontal treatment
depth of bone loss
(mm)

width of bone
loss (mm)

Before treatment

7.8

3.3

10 months after treatment

4.7

1.8

Bone growth

3.1

Defect filling percentage

was carried out. Calculus was removed and root planning was
made. At the end bite correction was carried out. Mobile teeth
were splinted by Fibre-Kor splinting. Surgical treatment was
carried out in local anesthesia. After the cuts in periodontal
pockets were made muco-gingival flap was exposed (at the
vestibular, lingual or palatial side). The vertical cuts was made
only there where it was necessary to allow better access or better wound closing. The granular structure was removed, scaling
and smooth of the root was made. The operation field was rised
out with 0.9% NaCl. After mechanical preparation of the root
surface Emdogain was carried in starting from apical part. The
muco-periosteal flap was reposition to the crown side and sawn
with non-reabsorbable suture according to producer directions.
After 2 or 3 weeks stickes were removed. The patients were
recommended to: rinse oral cavity with 0.2% chlorhexidine
solution, use antibiotics for 7 days and monitoring visits with
professional teeth cleaning.

Results
In Tab. 1 average clinical parameters values at the beginning and after 10 months from microsurgical periodontological
treatment was shown. Average depth of the periodontal pockets
was 8.5 mm and loss of the connective tissue attachment average
about 2.2 mm was found. Rebuilding of bone of alveolar process
was the effect of the treatment too (Tab. 2). The level of the
bone estimated by x-ray pictures grow during 10 months average
about 3.1 mm depth and 1.5 mm width of bone loss. Defect filling percentage is about 67.1%.

Discussion
Surgical treatment using biomaterials is an important part
of comprehensive periodontal diseases cure. Results of the own
research shows an advisability of using minor surgery regeneration. It causes a significant improvement of the clinical and
radiological indexes. Our results are similar to the other authors
[1-16]. Among our patients average starting values such as PPD
and CAL were higher so the status of the patients was more
advanced about 1.5-2.5 mm) from those which other researchers
have noted [3,4,6-8,10-13,16].
Shallow of the periodontal pockets which we achieved was
similar to the other authors and was about 2.9-3.6 mm [4,6,7].
Most of the reviews concern much bigger reduction of the

1.5
67.1%

depth of periodontal pockets (4.0 to 4.7 mm) [3,8,10,12,13,16].
Rebuilding of the connective tissue attachment which we
found was lower average about 2.2 mm from most of reviews
[3,8,10,12,13,16]. They concerned average values from 3.0 to
4.2 mm. Only a few researchers noted values similar to ours
[4,6,7]. We should remember that CAL and PPD values are
obtained faster than the rebuilding of the bone and the noted
parameters during examination do not recognize the tissues but
only give the picture of their resistance for pressure grow. That’s
why we need x-ray examination. After 10 months we noticed
bone rebuilding with 67.1% cavity filling. This results are similar
to those the other authors show. Parashis et al. [8] noted 61%,
Heden [3] and Heil et al. [4] 70%. Using albumen of enamel is
a great method of stimulation destructed periodontal pockets
regeneration. We should expect that longer observation period
will give better clinical parameters values.

Motions
Emdogain – albumen of enamel matrix is easy in use, safe
and effective method to rebuilding of destructed periodontal
structures.
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